
@MrSchuReads I'll be on a plane during #TitleTalk . I look forward to the transcript. 
 
Sun Sep 25 23:27:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118104250323714048 - #1 
tweet details

@kperry Looking forward to my first book chat. Banned Books this time. #fb 
#titletalk 
 
Sun Sep 25 23:41:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118107806107840512 - #2 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @pageintraining: #titletalk tonight with @donalynbooks & 
@PaulWHankins starting at 8 EDT. Topic tonight: controversial books. 
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Sun Sep 25 23:43:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118108397131407360 - #3 
tweet details

@alybee930 Trying to finish up some things before #titletalk starts in about 15 
minutes. I love this chat. 
 
Sun Sep 25 23:44:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118108650073108480 - #4 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Counting down to #titletalk! Beginning in 15 minutes. #titletalk 
 
Sun Sep 25 23:45:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118108823000072192 - #5 
tweet details

@RdngTeach RT @donalynbooks: Counting down to #titletalk! Beginning in 15 
minutes. #titletalk 
 
Sun Sep 25 23:45:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118108873616916480 - #6 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks @alybee930 @donalynbooks My eyeballs literally dried out last 
time I participated in #titletalk Note to self: blink during the hour. 
 
Sun Sep 25 23:46:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118109197475905537 - #7 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Is #TitleTalk tonight? Can someone ask somebody who might 
attend these things? I thought it was on Sunday night at 8 PM EST. Am I right? 
 
Sun Sep 25 23:46:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118109239330873344 - #8 
tweet details

@hadleyjf @PaulWHankins It is tonight. Saw an earlier tweet #TitleTalk 
 
Sun Sep 25 23:47:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118109332708659201 - #9 
tweet details

@jillfisch RT @donalynbooks: Counting down to #titletalk! Beginning in 15 minutes. 
#titletalk 
 
Sun Sep 25 23:47:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118109395052789760 - #10 
tweet details

@jillfisch RT @donalynbooks: Counting down to #titletalk! Beginning in 15 minutes. 
#titletalk 
 
Sun Sep 25 23:47:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118109395052789760 - #11 
tweet details

@donalynbooks . @PaulWHankins Since you are the co-host, I assumed you 
would be there... #titletalk 
 
Sun Sep 25 23:47:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118109520445710338 - #12 
tweet details

@kperry Wondering if I should have snacks handy for tonight's book chat. Hmmm. 
#titletalk 
 
Sun Sep 25 23:49:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118109805008273408 - #13 
tweet details

@pageintraining Uh oh. Goodreads says it is down and it is almost #titletalk time. 
Hope it works again soon! 
 
Sun Sep 25 23:50:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118110030779252737 - #14 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Wait. Co-host? Gee. Tell me these things before 
they happen. What do I need to do? Okay. Let me find a clean shirt. #TitleTalk 
 
Sun Sep 25 23:51:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118110456262037506 - #15 
tweet details

@clix @PaulWHankins I sure hope it is! I'm here :D #titletalk 
 
Sun Sep 25 23:51:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118110467414687744 - #16 
tweet details
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@donalynbooks Dear TweetChat, A refresh speed of 10 seconds is not fast 
enough for #titletalk. Thanks, Donalyn #titletalk 
 
Sun Sep 25 23:52:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118110537023369217 - #17 
tweet details

@mindi_r Seven minutes and counting till #titletalk. How many vocab assignments 
can I crank thru in 7 min? 
 
Sun Sep 25 23:53:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118110918252036096 - #18 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks Some lightning in the area now. . .working off of 
battery power. But I am here. Good thing I mowed this afternoon. #TitleTalk 
 
Sun Sep 25 23:53:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118111025919827969 - #19 
tweet details

@brianwyzlic #titletalk peeps -- don't forget to change your view options from "top" 
to "all" at the top of the page. Everyone's voice is important! 
 
Sun Sep 25 23:54:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118111269353037824 - #20 
tweet details

@yaloveblog RT @brianwyzlic: #titletalk peeps -- don't forget to change your view 
options from "top" to "all" at the top of the page. Everyone's voi ... 
 
Sun Sep 25 23:56:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118111677865660416 - #21 
tweet details

@alybee930 Five minutes until #titletalk....can you tell that I am excited?! Come join 
us if you hv a book addiction. We are good at feeding it. :-) 
 
Sun Sep 25 23:57:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118111895784923136 - #22 
tweet details

@themediabunny RT @alybee930: Five minutes until #titletalk....can you tell that I 
am excited?! Come join us if you hv a book addiction. We are good ... 
 
Sun Sep 25 23:57:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118111940684951553 - #23 
tweet details

@pageintraining RT @alybee930: Five minutes until #titletalk....can you tell that I 
am excited?! Come join us if you hv a book addiction. We are good ... 
 
Sun Sep 25 23:57:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118111946498248704 - #24 
tweet details

@kperry Join me for a #titletalk TweetChat at: http://t.co/yDF5QPAK #titletalk 
 
Sun Sep 25 23:57:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118112014953492480 - #25 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @ClaudiaSwisher Please tell me you're joining us for #titletalk. 
 
Sun Sep 25 23:57:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118112028308148224 - #26 
tweet details

@yaloveblog My blog post for tomorrow is done in time for #titletalk tonight :) After 
that I can get back to reading Eve by @AnnaCareyBooks 
 
Sun Sep 25 23:57:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118112030724075521 - #27 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I will not open the Indie Bound page, I will not open the Indie 
Bound page. #titletalk 
 
Sun Sep 25 23:57:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118112032263380992 - #28 
tweet details

@abbylibrarian Here for #titletalk! Woo! 
 
Sun Sep 25 23:58:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118112091101073410 - #29 
tweet details
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@katsok Two minutes until #titletalk. Ready to order more books. #titletalk 
 
Sun Sep 25 23:58:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118112212995940352 - #30 
tweet details

@yaloveblog What's the #titletalk topic tonight? 
 
Sun Sep 25 23:58:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118112278875873281 - #31 
tweet details

@donalynbooks In celebration of our chat tonight, @goodreads has crashed. 
Hoping it will be fixed soon. #titletalk 
 
Sun Sep 25 23:58:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118112286396256256 - #32 
tweet details

@alybee930 My Goodreads page is open and ready to go #titletalk 
 
Sun Sep 25 23:59:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118112320105877504 - #33 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @alybee930 You are one of its top readers, of course 
@goodreads opens for you:) #titletalk 
 
Sun Sep 25 23:59:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118112466566774784 - #34 
tweet details

@mindi_r #titletalk I'm going to hold strong and not order any books today. Going to 
wait to see what comes in my Walden committee boxes! 
 
Sun Sep 25 23:59:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118112530630586369 - #35 
tweet details

@alybee930 Correction...@goodreads is down They must have known we were 
coming #titletalk 
 
Sun Sep 25 23:59:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118112535210762240 - #36 
tweet details

@AliviaAnders Anyone wanna let me in on what #titletalk is? 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:00:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118112552176730112 - #37 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins If anyone were to crash @goodreads in advance of a #TitleTalk, it 
would be @Vordak. Can anyone account for his whereabouts? #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:00:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118112656518430720 - #38 
tweet details

@mindi_r @AliviaAnders #titletalk is a monthly conversation about books. This 
month, the topic is banned books! 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:00:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118112669189423104 - #39 
tweet details

@clix @AliviaAnders It's where we talk about books and end up with an enormous 
bill because we WANT them ;D #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:00:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118112716174016512 - #40 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher RT @katsok: Two minutes until #titletalk. Ready to order more 
books. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:00:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118112772163772416 - #41 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Welcome to another edition of our monthly chat. Thanks for joining 
my co-host, @paulwhankins and me. Our topic: Banned Book Week #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:01:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118112798088765441 - #42 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins This is. . .#TitleTalk. Good Sunday evening. Hello, 
@donalynbooks! #TitleTalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:01:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118112823602720768 - #43 
tweet details

@mindi_r @PaulWHankins Vordak is evil enough to do such a thing! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:01:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118112848072286208 - #44 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read @mindi_r Brave, very brave! ;) #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:01:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118112914669453312 - #45 
tweet details

@teacherman82 So excited to chat with fellow educators about books during 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:01:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118112917353807872 - #46 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @PaulWHankins: This is. . .#TitleTalk. Good Sunday evening. 
Hello, @donalynbooks! #TitleTalk <= hello everyone 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:01:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118112918448517120 - #47 
tweet details

@mindi_r Hello, everyone! Ready to talk about some great books? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:01:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118112939097079808 - #48 
tweet details

@librarykelly My first #titletalk! 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:01:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118112963122036736 - #49 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Can you believe it's been a month. Where did the time go? Oh 
yeah, for most of us, the new school year has begun! #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:01:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118112997632782336 - #50 
tweet details

@katsok RT @PaulWHankins: This is. . .#TitleTalk. Good Sunday evening. Hello, 
@donalynbooks! #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:01:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113004775682048 - #51 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Banned Book Week began yesterday. Here is a link to the official 
site: http://t.co/mcPP8Gc8 #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:01:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113007040610305 - #52 
tweet details

@clix Yay books! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:01:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113029555617792 - #53 
tweet details

@pageintraining @librarykelly Welcome to #titletalk It's a blast! 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:01:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113039529684992 - #54 
tweet details

@jmalphy RT @donalynbooks: Banned Book Week began yesterday. Here is a link 
to the official site: http://t.co/mcPP8Gc8 #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:02:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113055170240513 - #55 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read Goodreads ipad app is working. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:02:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113068428443649 - #56 
tweet details

@laurajspangler Checking in on #titletalk while I catch up on email and unwind 
from a long day at #natbookfest. 
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Mon Sep 26 00:02:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113123487055873 - #57 
tweet details

@engaginged My first #titletalk. Very excited. Guided Reading groups start 
tomorrow! 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:02:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113141589676032 - #58 
tweet details

@pageintraining @PaulWHankins Maybe Vordak stole the time between #titletalk 
sessions. 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:02:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113158736003072 - #59 
tweet details

@thebrainlair brought my old fashioned pen and paper for #titletalk since 
@goodreads has crashed! 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:02:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113178390511617 - #60 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I have read some critics lately, who claim that BBW is just a 
publicity stunt, but I know of many instances of censorship. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:02:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113182907764736 - #61 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins I'm going to post some video threads real quick that you can go 
back to AFTER our chat (you'll be tempted to watch them during). #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:02:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113183666946048 - #62 
tweet details

@alybee930 . @goodreads is back up #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:02:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113185881522177 - #63 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @donalynbooks @paulwhankins Great topic! I just kicked off my 
Banned Books Week posts w/a giveaway :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:02:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113218186051584 - #64 
tweet details

@literacydocent RT @donalynbooks: Banned Book Week began yesterday. Here 
is a link to the official site: http://t.co/VlrjqpNx #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:02:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113226033610753 - #65 
tweet details

@librarykelly @pageintraining Thank you! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:02:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113279435476992 - #66 
tweet details

@whittclass Just don't tell my husband! ;) RT @alybee930: 5min il #titletalk....Come 
join us if you hv a book addiction. We are good at feeding it. :-) 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:02:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113300583153664 - #67 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Have you ever had a book in your classroom or library 
challenged? How did you handle it? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:03:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113311987474432 - #68 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins This is @girlinthestack's video for Banned Book Week. Hilarious. 
So typical of these ladies. http://t.co/nzPzhYq8 #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:03:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113349501329409 - #69 
tweet details

@RdngTeach RT @donalynbooks: Have you ever had a book in your classroom or 
library challenged? How did you handle it? #titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:03:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113411530895361 - #70 
tweet details

@clix @donalynbooks I wanted to teach Nickel and Dimed and was told no, based 
on the cussing. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:03:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113552224632832 - #71 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins This is the ALA video featuring the puppets who misinterpret the 
meaning of Banned Book Week. http://t.co/R7lKjAZ3 #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:04:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113560298651649 - #72 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @donalynbooks I was given $$ to spend on our library & a staff 
member complained that the books were too dark. Admin on my side #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:04:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113625050316800 - #73 
tweet details

@jmalphy @donalynbooks Yes, there was an attempt to ban Harry Potter by a 
parent who had NEVER read the book! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:04:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113646613237760 - #74 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva In my library I have a challenged book policy but you must get 
your admin on board to avoid removing the book in question. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:04:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113694289899520 - #75 
tweet details

@clix @donalynbooks I teach Animal Farm instead. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:04:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113698358374400 - #76 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Recently, in my district, parents challenged Skeleton Creek and 
complained that it was too violent for their kids. Made the news. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:04:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113708743458818 - #77 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @donalynbooks Our district had a book challenged- The Giver. Lots 
of meetings in the board room, hundreds of people. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:04:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113713134903296 - #78 
tweet details

@librarianjenne 560 & 585 students, follow #titletalk for a discussion about banned 
books tonight! 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:04:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113720785309696 - #79 
tweet details

@ckervina @donalynbooks Huck Finn is, as far as I know, a No-no. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:04:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113738640465920 - #80 
tweet details

@katsok A parent was upset about Gareth Hinds GN The Odyssey. I discussed 
variety of books at parent night & reminded her. Book stayed. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:04:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113760878669824 - #81 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @donalynbooks But I was still nervous about a big fuss being made. 
The staff member was going off covers. Principal trusts me. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:04:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113803534745600 - #82 
tweet details

@thebrainlair we explain to parents about "right to choose" for your child but not 
others, it is usually ok. 1 parent said no more checkouts #titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:05:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113809440309249 - #83 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @PaulWHankins: This is the ALA video featuring the puppets 
who misinterpret the meaning of Banned Bk Wk. http://t.co/eJTfNDXj #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:05:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113820379054080 - #84 
tweet details

@AliviaAnders I think I follow the pack when I say that if a book is banned, I want to 
read it and know why. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:05:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113825416413184 - #85 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 #TitleTalk always seem to be in the throws of baths & bedtime for the 
wee 1s during the "live" hour-looking 4ward to reading the transcript 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:05:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113837873508354 - #86 
tweet details

@alybee930 I think when people haven't read a book and challenge it that I get 
particularly peeved. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:05:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113866566733825 - #87 
tweet details

@kperry I had the PTA ask me why I didn't have more wholesome books in the 
library. You know, like Hardy Boys. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:05:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113868642918401 - #88 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Can we agree that most would-be challengers to books have very 
good intentions? I want to keep the discussion civil if we can. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:05:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113904453885954 - #89 
tweet details

@clix @donalynbooks We had a parent challenge To Kill a Mockingbird and it was 
pulled from the curriculum. Wasn't my grade level tho. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:05:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118113938595528704 - #90 
tweet details

@katsok In the classroom library (& school library) I think the key is to remind we 
are providing books for a wide range of readers. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:05:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114000889315328 - #91 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @donalynbooks At my HS, parents questioned Kite Runner, but it 
stayed. I polled my sophomores: http://t.co/CxfSXaRP #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:05:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114005075243008 - #92 
tweet details

@AndersonGL I hope schools have policies to deal with book challenges. Do it 
before the storm hits. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:05:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114046598852608 - #93 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @PaulWHankins agreed Paul. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:06:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114092752961536 - #94 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @PaulWHankins I agree. I think often we can avoid a large number 
of the issues if we proactively communicate. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:06:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114111153381376 - #95 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva Parents do have the right to watch what their children read but 
not dictate what other students can read. #titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:06:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114146804961280 - #96 
tweet details

@jmalphy @alybee930 That's what frustrated me so much about the parent who 
tried to ban Harry Potter in my library. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:06:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114147060817920 - #97 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @PaulWHankins Yes, I agree. The staff member in my building was 
concerned that we didn't have more to offer our kids. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:06:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114152022683648 - #98 
tweet details

@clix I don't know that we've had library books challenged. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:06:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114156523159554 - #99 
tweet details

@clix RT @AndersonGL: I hope schools have policies to deal with book challenges. 
Do it before the storm hits. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:06:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114195987369984 - #100 
tweet details

@pageintraining RT @MWLibraryDiva: Parents do have the right to watch what 
their children read but not dictate what other students can read. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:06:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114195576324097 - #101 
tweet details

@AndersonGL RT @MWLibraryDiva: Parents do have the right to watch what their 
children read but not dictate what other students can read. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:06:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114225397825536 - #102 
tweet details

@thebrainlair My principal reads all the books parents talk to her about and then 
she comes to me. We haven't pulled a book yet ::knocks wood:: #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:06:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114236722450432 - #103 
tweet details

@CherylRainfield RT @donalynbooks: Banned Book Week began yesterday. Here 
is a link to the official site: http://t.co/mE0e754B #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:06:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114248198078464 - #104 
tweet details

@teacherman82 I serve on the committee at my school in case a book in our school 
library is ever challenged. In 4 yrs, no challenges! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:06:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114260793561088 - #105 
tweet details

@BarbInNebraska RT @donalynbooks: Have you ever had a book in your 
classroom or library challenged? How did you handle it? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:06:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114305450319872 - #106 
tweet details

@colbysharp Only book I have had challenged was The Familiars. Parent worried 
about the magic. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:07:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114308809965568 - #107 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher RT @AliviaAnders: I think I follow the pack when I say that if a 
book is banned, I want to read it and know why. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:07:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114327189393408 - #108 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Now, in cases like we saw last year in Republic, I think it's okay to 
be a little vexed. Sometimes challenges are just ludicrous. #TitleTalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:07:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114329286549504 - #109 
tweet details

@brandonshire1 RT @MWLibraryDiva: Parents do have the right to watch what 
their children read but not dictate what other students can read. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:07:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114340690862080 - #110 
tweet details

@katsok @RdngTeach @PaulWHankins Agreed. I touch on the issue of 
"inappropriate" books at parent night. Helps to head it off at the pass. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:07:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114341710077953 - #111 
tweet details

@donalynbooks While I denounce censorship, I realize that teachers and librarians 
must use discretion when offering books to young readers. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:07:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114347686965249 - #112 
tweet details

@clix RT @MWLibraryDiva: Parents do have the right to watch what their children 
read but not dictate what other students can read. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:07:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114351679934464 - #113 
tweet details

@AliviaAnders What's ironically amusing is how people will aim to ban TKAM, but 
ban a book showing step-by-step Wiccan spells? Nah. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:07:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114360676724736 - #114 
tweet details

@engaginged @rdngteach The Giver? I hate when I hear of it being banned. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:07:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114367530217473 - #115 
tweet details

@literacydocent We've had magazines challenged at our middle school because of 
ads. Not aware of any bk challenges tho. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:07:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114376761872384 - #116 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @MWLibraryDiva: Parents do have the right to watch what their 
children read but not dictate what other students can read. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:07:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114379651760128 - #117 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @kperry Oh my. They aren't very current, I take it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:07:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114402053529601 - #118 
tweet details

@donalynbooks As public servants, we must acknowledge the personal beliefs of 
the families we serve. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:07:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114440079097856 - #119 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva You need to have a clear selection policy in place and make sure 
you follow it. It should not be a static document. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:07:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114450233507840 - #120 
tweet details

@BarbInNebraska RT @donalynbooks: Banned Book Week began yesterday. Here 
is a link to the official site: http://t.co/mcPP8Gc8 #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:07:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114458441760770 - #121 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @MWLibraryDiva: Parents do have the right to watch what their 
children read but not dictate what other students can read. #titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:07:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114468126392320 - #122 
tweet details

@abbylibrarian As a public librarian, I applaud any parents who are getting involved 
with what THEIR kids are reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:07:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114471905476608 - #123 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read Haven't experienced books being challenged. I send home a letter 
on 1st day letting parents know abt bk choice. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:07:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114491564175360 - #124 
tweet details

@RdngTeach Have to admit, as a parent of HS soph , am finding myself 
increasingly frustrated by lack of communication w/me as parent. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:07:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114505434730497 - #125 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @thebrainlair That parent didn't want their child to check out any 
more books? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:07:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114509343817729 - #126 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Parents have the right to determine what books their child may or 
may not read. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:07:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114516260233216 - #127 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Wait. They want to ban The Hardy Boys? (just kidding, but a tweet 
like this could fuel a real firestorm here at Twitter)(grin). #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:08:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114624305500161 - #128 
tweet details

@clix @RdngTeach Lack of communication from ... tchr? library? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:08:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114645964886016 - #129 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva RT @abbylibrarian: As a public librarian, I applaud any parents 
who are getting involved with what THEIR kids are reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:08:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114646484983809 - #130 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @engaginged It did not end up being banned :-) But it was an eye-
opening process to go through! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:08:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114646581444610 - #131 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir I talk w/my students frequently about "censoring themselves". 
Students should know what is 'appropriate' within their household. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:08:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114650930946048 - #132 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I dislike protests where a few parents’ values potentially limit every 
reader’s access to controversial books, though. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:08:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114651987902464 - #133 
tweet details

@pageintraining RT @donalynbooks: As public servants, we must acknowledge 
the personal beliefs of the families we serve. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:08:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114654319935489 - #134 
tweet details

@mindi_r #titletalk As a 7th grade teacher, I realize I have to be more selective of 
what I put in my classroom librar… (cont) http://t.co/wDBcyX5I 
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Mon Sep 26 00:08:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114673227870208 - #135 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @donalynbooks: Parents have the right to determine what 
books their child may or may not read. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:08:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114680978939904 - #136 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @yaloveblog @thebrainlair right. we noted it on his records. they 
then pulled him from school. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:08:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114693356331008 - #137 
tweet details

@kperry I feel the most important thing to take out of a challenge experience is that 
schools need a Reconsideration Policy in place. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:08:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114699211579392 - #138 
tweet details

@literacydocent @donalynbooks I think that's key. Parents have the right for 
THEIR child but should dictate for all. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:08:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114742786199552 - #139 
tweet details

@engaginged @donalynbooks Censorship and discretion are two VERY different 
things. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:08:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114779167604736 - #140 
tweet details

@katsok @abbylibrarian Agreee. I ask parents to help pick books for their children, 
not for all the children in the school. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:09:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114816836648960 - #141 
tweet details

@jmalphy @PaulWHankins @donalynbooks That's what I told the parent. She 
could decide for her son, but not everyone else. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:09:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114837262901249 - #142 
tweet details

@donalynbooks To prevent book challenges and parent complaints before they 
occur, consider the following ideas... #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:09:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114853511626752 - #143 
tweet details

@kperry @literacydocent exactly. Their children. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:09:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114863183691776 - #144 
tweet details

@LibrarianE13 RT @abbylibrarian: As a public librarian, I applaud any parents who 
are getting involved with what THEIR kids are reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:09:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114876043440128 - #145 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly @kperry agree. The procedures for challenging a book should be 
determined and in print by district. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:09:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114887451942913 - #146 
tweet details

@AndersonGL @kperry Yes. When a policy is already in place, it makes 
challenges go more smoothly. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:09:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114894791979009 - #147 
tweet details

@thebrainlair RT @donalynbooks: Parents have the right to determine what books 
their child may or may not read. <----AGREE! #titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:09:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114905705562112 - #148 
tweet details

@brianwyzlic I make my library list available, and encourage parents to monitor 
their child's reading. They are in charge of THEIR kid. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:09:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114905915269120 - #149 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @thebrainlair It's good that your principal is so involved & trusts your 
judgement #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:09:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114920335278080 - #150 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins I like the idea of a Reconsideration Policy. Please say more, 
@kperry. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:09:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114948575531008 - #151 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @clix From teachers. Little understanding of rationale for teaching 
some things or how assignments based on reading are assessed. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:09:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114967403773952 - #152 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva I get upset when a parent is upset by a book and then asks that 
their child not be allowed to use the school library. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:09:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114978870996992 - #153 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @RdngTeach Was The Giver removed from the classroom? I 
hope not! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:09:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118114999381135360 - #154 
tweet details

@clix Anyone have links to selection policies? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:09:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115024546971648 - #155 
tweet details

@donalynbooks #1: Provide above level books on a case-by-case basis. Know 
families and kids before suggesting off grade level material. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:10:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115072684994560 - #156 
tweet details

@abbylibrarian @katsok Exactly. Our job is to make books available to all 
students/community. The right book to the right reader. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:10:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115086236790784 - #157 
tweet details

@engaginged @rdngteach What were the issues mentioned with The Giver? 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:10:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115093216100352 - #158 
tweet details

@lizpatanders RT @abbylibrarian: As a public librarian, I applaud any parents who 
are getting involved with what THEIR kids are reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:10:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115095015456769 - #159 
tweet details

@kperry Policies prevent PTA, principal, school board, etc...just taking the books off 
of the shelves. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:10:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115102544240641 - #160 
tweet details

@jmalphy @MWLibraryDiva Wow! They can't use the school library at all? That's 
drastic and sad! #titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:10:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115142679543810 - #161 
tweet details

@HSEnglishTeach #TitleTalk How do you feel about having Alexie's True Diary of 
a Part-Time Indian in the classroom? It's pretty riske... 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:10:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115163915288577 - #162 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @donalynbooks: As public servants, we must acknowledge the 
personal beliefs of the families we serve. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:10:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115182793859072 - #163 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva I would like to have a standing committee to review any books 
that might be challenged before it occurs. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:10:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115206281953280 - #164 
tweet details

@colbysharp Would rather a parent tell a kid they can't read a book because of the 
content then a teacher because of Lexile. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:10:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115207993233409 - #165 
tweet details

@CBethM @RdngTeach Wtitletalkhat kind of communication do you wish you had 
from teachers? Just curious... #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:10:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115232085315584 - #166 
tweet details

@thebrainlair RT @abbylibrarian: @katsok Exactly. Our job is to make books 
available to all students/community. The right book to right reader. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:10:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115240469733376 - #167 
tweet details

@brianwyzlic http://t.co/W7RL6QlW is a good book review site for parents of teens, 
in the vein of being proactive w/parents. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:10:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115250296983552 - #168 
tweet details

@rainandroses RT @MWLibraryDiva: Parents do have the right to watch what their 
children read but not dictate what other students can read. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:10:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115261558693889 - #169 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly @HSEnglishTeach It is widely taught where I work and at a 
private hs in town. Kids & teachers love it. I support it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:10:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115295398346755 - #170 
tweet details

@RdngTeach Have clause on my ind rdng contract- books are selected by stdnts. If 
u wish them to avodi certain bks, please let me know. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:11:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115322371915776 - #171 
tweet details

@clix @HSEnglishTeach I'd be fine with it, as it's in the main HS library anyway. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:11:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115344337485824 - #172 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @colbysharp that is the censorship that I fight the most! Just did with 
own child. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:11:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115376075767808 - #173 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks @LibLaura5 Agree! Not to mention BOOKS, baths and 
bedtime! ; ) #titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:11:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115382472085504 - #174 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @ChocolateAir I like how you put that. Most of my teens know which 
books they're ready for & which aren't for them. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:11:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115390395133952 - #175 
tweet details

@literacydocent RT @colbysharp: Would rather parent tell a kid they cant read a 
bk because of content then a teacher because of Lexile. AMEN! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:11:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115399865868288 - #176 
tweet details

@rainandroses RT @AliviaAnders: I think I follow the pack when I say that if a book 
is banned, I want to read it and know why. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:11:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115445327937536 - #177 
tweet details

@kperry Reasons for challenging Hunger Games is "sexually explicit." I don't get 
that. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:11:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115453431324673 - #178 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva I have also had parents refuse to return books they felt 
questionable so other students would not have access. So so sad. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:11:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115479461183488 - #179 
tweet details

@katsok RT @colbysharp: Would rather a parent tell a kid they can't read a book 
because of the content then a teacher because of Lexile. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:11:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115480954347520 - #180 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Had this issue pop up at Hankins Ranch this week with book 
Maddie brought home from the book fair. @KristieHankins and I read it. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:11:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115490206982144 - #181 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana Every school district should have reconsideration policy. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:11:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115493809889281 - #182 
tweet details

@librarianjenne @colbysharp Right... banning isn't the only way to keep kids from 
reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:11:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115528450637824 - #183 
tweet details

@abbylibrarian RT @colbysharp: Would rather a parent tell a kid they cant read a 
book because of the content then a teacher because of Lexile. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:11:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115529104953344 - #184 
tweet details

@katsok @colbysharp Wise words. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:11:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115529004290048 - #185 
tweet details

@frankisibberson I think we have to READ a lot & if we've read books that could 
cause issues, we need to know what those are before we add them. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:11:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115534104559617 - #186 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @teacherman82 @engaginged Giver was not removed! Issues- 
taught kids to question authority, that euthanasia was ok. #titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:11:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115557022240768 - #187 
tweet details

@donalynbooks #2 Familiarize yourself w/ books & authors before placing titles in 
your library. U should know if an author writes edgy material #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:12:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115573992390656 - #188 
tweet details

@kperry The reason for Twilight was "religious." What???? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:12:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115579986055168 - #189 
tweet details

@AndersonGL For summer rding this year, stdnts made their own lists w/parent 
sigs. For the 1st time, no complaints about our list! Voila! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:12:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115596767469568 - #190 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @engaginged @teacherman82 It was very well-funded conservative 
group challenging book. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:12:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115705672577024 - #191 
tweet details

@katsok @frankisibberson Agree completely. Better to know the possible issues 
upfront then to be caught unaware. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:12:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115711154524160 - #192 
tweet details

@engaginged @kperry Yea I don't get that at all about Hunger Games. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:12:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115719408914432 - #193 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @mindi_r I often wonder how I'd handle my class library selection as 
a MS teacher. I think I'd be more conservative, esp. 7th gr. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:12:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115763382009856 - #194 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @RdngTeach I'm glad to hear that The Giver wasn't removed. 
Such an awesome book! (I named my dog Lois after you know who.) #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:12:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115790942769152 - #195 
tweet details

@donalynbooks #3 Avoid assigning specific books. In free choice classrooms, if 
parents don't like a book, kids can choose another. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:13:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115837965119488 - #196 
tweet details

@literacydocent RT @frankisibberson: We have to READ a lot & if weve read bks 
that could cause issues, need to know what those r b4 we + them. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:13:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115851722432512 - #197 
tweet details

@pageintraining I think if you take over a classroom or library, you need to 
familiarize yourself w/ what is already there. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:13:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115862845718529 - #198 
tweet details

@engaginged @rdngteach Glad it wasn't banned! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:13:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115904922984448 - #199 
tweet details

@brianwyzlic @ChocolateAir That's really cool. Students know what is okay for 
them and what's not. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:13:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115923893817345 - #200 
tweet details
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@frankisibberson @katsok I feel like if I've read them, I can talk to 
parents/teacher/kids with more info. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:13:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115925328281600 - #201 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @CBethM How abt letting me know my child's grade before the 
midterm progress report? And how about more than a # grade on papers? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:13:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115963467083776 - #202 
tweet details

@jennann516 RT @frankisibberson: @katsok I feel like if I've read them, I can talk 
to parents/teacher/kids with more info. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:13:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118115983209676800 - #203 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @literacydocent I also add that info to reviews, specific need, 
etc. but I find reading the books is key. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:13:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116036443770880 - #204 
tweet details

@thebrainlair I don't try to avoid adding a book because it might be controversial 
though... #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:13:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116038704504832 - #205 
tweet details

@clix RT @donalynbooks: #3 Avoid assigning specific books. In free choice 
classrooms, if parents dont like a book, kids choose another. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:13:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116047604826112 - #206 
tweet details

@ckervina I would love to have read all of the books in my class library. I've taken 
donations/suggestions.Still trying to match books-kids #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:13:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116049517416449 - #207 
tweet details

@colbysharp I like all this parent communication proactive stuff. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:13:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116056412852224 - #208 
tweet details

@mindi_r @yaloveblog #titletalk For instance, not going to put Want To Go Private 
into my library, but will email paren… (cont) http://t.co/F1D3VuRX 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:13:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116065304788992 - #209 
tweet details

@kperry @AliviaAnders @MWLibraryDiva They sometimes just steal them. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:14:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116071642365952 - #210 
tweet details

@donalynbooks #4 Read every book you plan to read with students before using it. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:14:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116075652128768 - #211 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @yaloveblog I taught 6th grade. I was conservative, but not to a 
great degree. Parents signed perm. slip @ beg. of yr. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:14:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116082102976512 - #212 
tweet details

@box43h RT @pageintraining: I think if you take over a classroom or library, you 
need to familiarize yourself w/ what is already there. #titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:14:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116084594380801 - #213 
tweet details

@CBethM @ChocolateAir More than knowing if it's ok to read in their house, I tell 
my students to reshelve it if it isn't right for them. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:14:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116105989533697 - #214 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @ancientcivteach I don't have a link! My contract was created before 
things like Goggle Docs :-) #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:14:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116107705008128 - #215 
tweet details

@wclodfelter I use Librarything and have all of my books listed. I had 2 parents 
email me with titles they didn't want their child reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:14:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116136389836801 - #216 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir I will sometimes refer to http://t.co/PcuHUSwD if I do not know a 
book that came from another library. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:14:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116173152927744 - #217 
tweet details

@AliviaAnders @MWLibraryDiva Errr, hope they paid for it then. That's pretty rude 
they don't give other kids & parents the choice. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:14:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116178639065088 - #218 
tweet details

@literacydocent RT @donalynbooks: #2 Familiarize urself w/ bks & authors b4 
placing titles in ur library. U should know if author writes edgy. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:14:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116185966518272 - #219 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @frankisibberson I completely agree. I'd say I've read over 90% of the 
books in my classroom library w/that reason in mind. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:14:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116192262164480 - #220 
tweet details

@kperry @donalynbooks Absolutely!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:14:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116195948953600 - #221 
tweet details

@katsok @donalynbooks Yes. Much easier to avoid a problem when it is a non-
issue for a child to abandon a book. Trickier if assigned. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:14:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116213896380416 - #222 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva @pageintraining: I think if you take over a classroom or library, 
you need to familiarize yourself w/ what is already there. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:14:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116219135070209 - #223 
tweet details

@frankisibberson In a K-5 library, I spend a lot of time reading the books written for 
the 10-12/11-14 audience. Those often have issues. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:14:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116230904295424 - #224 
tweet details

@literacydocent RT @donalynbooks: #4 Read every book you plan to read with 
students before using it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:14:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116242606391296 - #225 
tweet details

@katsok RT @donalynbooks: #4 Read every book you plan to read with students 
before using it. #titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:14:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116249082408960 - #226 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @jdahl84 I believe in open, honest communication with parents. 
Being up front w/them saves a lot of misunderstanding later! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:14:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116285568663552 - #227 
tweet details

@librarianjenne At the least, someone asking for reconsideration MUST read the 
book before process continues. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:15:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116323086696448 - #228 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins And with @donalynbooks' suggestion, have at least two or three 
titles that "ladder" to the one you are using in class. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:15:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116325032861697 - #229 
tweet details

@MrsReaderPants #titletalk My difficulty is when I read a book I purchased for my 
library that I would not have purchased had I known it had ___ in it. 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:15:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116338316230656 - #230 
tweet details

@donalynbooks #4.5 Before adding bks to rec. or required lists, assigning titles as 
whole class novels, or sharing as read aloud—READ IT FIRST! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:15:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116338022612992 - #231 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks @donalynbooks I find it strange when a book review doesn't 
mention a "bombshell". I have been shocked several times. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:15:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116352891424768 - #232 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @donalynbooks: #4 Read every book you plan to read with 
students before using it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:15:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116366569046016 - #233 
tweet details

@brianwyzlic @thebrainlair I'm the same way. It might be just what a student 
needs. That chance is worth it to me. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:15:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116371631575041 - #234 
tweet details

@RdngTeach RT @donalynbooks: #4 Read every book you plan to read with 
students before using it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:15:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116381735649280 - #235 
tweet details

@thereadingzone I always tell my kids (regardless of grade) that not every bk is 
right for every reader.They shld feel comfortable self-censoring #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:15:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116388438151168 - #236 
tweet details

@rainandroses I know parents are in charge until 18, but I was 1 of those kids 
reading books parents wouldn't have liked. Kids have rights 2. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:15:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116419140452352 - #237 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins I don't want to hear about any more students "punished by 
reading" when a teacher gives them a bogus alternative to a selection. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:15:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116451864424449 - #238 
tweet details

@wclodfelter @RdngTeach I do the same. Haven't had a problem yet. I've even 
had parents ask to read books 1st...which I LOVE. #titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:15:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116452065755136 - #239 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva If parents let me know they don't want their children reading 
certain titles then I flag their accounts I am elementary tho #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:15:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116458772430848 - #240 
tweet details

@clix @MrsReaderpants Keep receipts? ;D #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:15:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116460613746689 - #241 
tweet details

@AndersonGL Many of our challenges are poltical. Parents haven't read books 
they're challenging. They're getting orders from ideological grps #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:15:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116477911044096 - #242 
tweet details

@thereadingzone There is an audible sigh of relief when they realize it's ok to put a 
book down if it's not right for them at that time. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:15:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116488052871168 - #243 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana I would add having rationales in place for potentially challenged 
books. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:15:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116496701530112 - #244 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @thereadingzone I tell them that's why so many books are written! 
To help find the right one #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:16:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116581762011137 - #245 
tweet details

@donalynbooks #5 Select books for your library that receive favorable reviews 
from industry sources. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:16:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116584626716673 - #246 
tweet details

@kperry RT @ProfessorNana: I would add having rationales in place for potentially 
challenged books. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:16:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116605954768898 - #247 
tweet details

@colbysharp I am curious. Has any one here ever considered challenging a book? 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:16:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116656487731200 - #248 
tweet details

@katsok RT @donalynbooks: #5 Select books for your library that receive favorable 
reviews from industry sources. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:16:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116657485987840 - #249 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @thebrainlair I don't either but I feel like those are the books I 
need to read & know well.And I need to know why I've added it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:16:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116675190128641 - #250 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva RT @donalynbooks: #5 Select books for your library that receive 
favorable reviews from industry sources. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:16:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116711835779073 - #251 
tweet details

@rainandroses I worry about readers such as LGBT students who are being bullied 
whose parents are bigots. They really need LGBT lit. #titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:16:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116737106460672 - #252 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @HSEnglishTeach I have two copies in my classroom. I only 
remember one scene being questionable. Message/story wonderful #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:16:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116746287783936 - #253 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks My problem is books that r already in the collection. I've been 
there 4 years. "Backtracking" is hard when there's new stuff. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:16:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116754265358337 - #254 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @HSEnglishTeach What age group? I think high schoolers can 
handle Alexie. My sophomores do. Guys AND girls. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:16:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116763127918592 - #255 
tweet details

@kperry @colbysharp No...what about you? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:16:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116778223214592 - #256 
tweet details

@jennann516 Pro-active parent communication is beneficial for both parents and 
teachers. Feels like everyone is on the same page. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:16:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116799148597248 - #257 
tweet details

@yaloveblog RT @clix: Anyone have links to selection policies? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:16:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116805708488705 - #258 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins http://t.co/Ywb9nX4R ALA specific re: 1st Amendment 
Rights/Young People. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:17:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116829225943040 - #259 
tweet details

@rainandroses RT @ProfessorNana: I would add having rationales in place for 
potentially challenged books. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:17:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116835924246528 - #260 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @donalynbooks: #5 Select books for your library that receive 
favorable reviews from industry sources. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:17:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116845269172224 - #261 
tweet details

@AliviaAnders @AndersonGL And that's a huge problem. They only see the 
negative mentions and freak out instead of reading it first. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:17:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116847626371072 - #262 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @rainandroses Yes!! So true. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:17:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116854484058112 - #263 
tweet details

@jmalphy Great advice! RT @donalynbooks: #5 Select books for your library that 
receive favorable reviews from industry sources. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:17:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116869151535104 - #264 
tweet details

@colbysharp @kperry not me. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:17:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116878139920384 - #265 
tweet details
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@thebrainlair @frankisibberson agreed. I sometimes keep rvws of books that have 
fighting potential. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:17:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116885937135616 - #266 
tweet details

@MrsReaderPants @ChocolateAir The list of titles the child should not be reading 
is between the parent and the child, not ME and the child #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:17:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116902194262016 - #267 
tweet details

@clix @colbysharp I don't have children, so... not so much ;) #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:17:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116903263805440 - #268 
tweet details

@kperry @teacherman82 @HSEnglishTeach I agree. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:17:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116904589205505 - #269 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks @colbysharp What do you mean? A book that one feels is not 
appropriate for the county or district? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:17:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116937250250752 - #270 
tweet details

@RdngTeach RT @PaulWHankins: http://t.co/Ywb9nX4R ALA specific re: 1st 
Amendment Rights/Young People. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:17:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116954815991809 - #271 
tweet details

@Aluchies Having good reviews to back me up when a books comes under 
question has been helpful #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:17:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116970112618497 - #272 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva I tend to be fairly liberal with my reading so I don't think I would 
challenge per se but I do watch for age appropriate at elem #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:17:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116972918603777 - #273 
tweet details

@Mike_Mullin Parents should not be the final arbiter of what their kids read. A 
significant fraction of parents are abusive or neglectful. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:17:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118116997023268864 - #274 
tweet details

@donalynbooks #5.5 Sometimes, showing parents the literary merit of a bk 
alleviates concerns & provides proof that the book is well-regarded. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:17:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117005869060096 - #275 
tweet details

@whittclass @alybee930 Agreed #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:17:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117015356583936 - #276 
tweet details

@brianwyzlic @HSEnglishTeach My copy was stolen from my classroom. . .so I'm 
assuming it's a read they enjoy. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:17:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117056141996032 - #277 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks @MWLibraryDiva Agree. Me too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:18:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117082977157120 - #278 
tweet details
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@rainandroses RT @donalynbooks: #4 Read every book you plan to read with 
students before using it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:18:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117091118301184 - #279 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read www.storysnoops.com is a grt website that reviews bks & 
discusses the degree of content (sex, profanity, etc.) in the books #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:18:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117104154185728 - #280 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @PaulWHankins: http://t.co/aFFBr0Hn ALA specific re: 1st 
Amendment Rights/Young People. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:18:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117104661700608 - #281 
tweet details

@engaginged I am troubled sometimes when I see a book put in front of a kid that's 
too young to understand the issues included in it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:18:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117121749295104 - #282 
tweet details

@colbysharp @classicsixbooks Just curious as to what it would be like coming 
from the other side. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:18:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117151973453825 - #283 
tweet details

@AliviaAnders @colbysharp In HS I thought of challenging the SWEEP series 
since it listed Wiccan spells in detail. But I didn't think it right. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:18:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117175251845120 - #284 
tweet details

@clix @colbysharp I'd like to get rid of Julius Caesar... but that's just because I'd 
MUCH rather teach Antigone ;D #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:18:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117192616247296 - #285 
tweet details

@brandonshire1 @rainandroses that is available #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:18:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117195237687296 - #286 
tweet details

@donalynbooks #6 Be prepared. Decide NOW what you will do if anyone 
questions a book in your library. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:18:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117238401286145 - #287 
tweet details

@kperry @cb6luvs2read Isn't that the site developed by parents? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:18:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117263026044928 - #288 
tweet details

@laurajspangler @Aluchies Questions are great! Parents, esp of elem students, 
should take a look at what their kids are reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:18:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117268516384768 - #289 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir @colbysharp Once my 4th gr. daughter came home w/a Sharon 
Draper book. MC was in high school. This bk was in elem. school lib. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:18:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117271464984578 - #290 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @thereadingzone I would do the same thing if I was teaching middle 
school. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:18:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117296144265216 - #291 
tweet details
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@jmalphy Many times kids feel they're ready for books because the AR level is right 
for them but the content is WAY too much for them! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:19:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117374640668672 - #292 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @colbysharp I've had books that I've been uncomfortable w/my 
daughter reading that might be ok for others due to specific issues. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:19:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117394475524096 - #293 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @mindi_r That's a smart idea. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:19:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117422761918464 - #294 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir @colbysharp I asked librarian and principal to relocate the book's 
home to the HS library. They agreed. Book was moved. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:19:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117452390473728 - #295 
tweet details

@AndersonGL Organized groups have databases of material on how to challenge 
books. NCTE has databases on how to counter those challenges. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:19:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117455406182400 - #296 
tweet details

@teacherman82 I put Girl with the Dragon Tattoo in my class library, but felt very 
uneasy about it. Only a few of my students can handle it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:19:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117455653642240 - #297 
tweet details

@brianwyzlic @Mike_Mullin Parents SHOULD be final arbiter. Some are just not 
capable. But it's still their role. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:19:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117456282779649 - #298 
tweet details

@rainandroses RT @PaulWHankins: http://t.co/Ywb9nX4R ALA specific re: 1st 
Amendment Rights/Young People. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:19:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117474930663425 - #299 
tweet details

@librarianjenne @colbysharp I can't stand Goosebumps, but I would never ask to 
remove them. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:19:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117490218897411 - #300 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @donalynbooks: #6 Be prepared. Decide NOW what you will 
do if anyone questions a book in your library. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:19:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117496774606851 - #301 
tweet details

@donalynbooks During Banned Book Week, we honor two foundational beliefs—
our rights to speak freely and make our own choices. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:19:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117504290783232 - #302 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @colbysharp I did request that my daughter NOT read a certain book 
when she was in 4th or 5th gr. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:19:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117504714416129 - #303 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks @MWLibraryDiva You do? I tell parents they need to discuss 
with their children because I can't guarantee I'll "catch" them. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:19:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117516634619904 - #304 
tweet details
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@donalynbooks We must safeguard these rights for children until they can demand 
these rights for themselves. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:19:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117532501684225 - #305 
tweet details

@colbysharp @frankisibberson How did you handle it? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:19:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117533034356736 - #306 
tweet details

@alybee930 I think that bks for 3rd to 5th gr is hardest to select. Rdrs are at such 
different maturity levels. 1 bk is not rt for all #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:19:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117558531526658 - #307 
tweet details

@AliviaAnders @engaginged Same. A 8-10 yr old isn't going to understand To Kill 
A Mockingbird and its issues. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:19:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117563501780992 - #308 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana #titletalk Know policy for challenges & make sure it is followed. 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:20:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117613439168512 - #309 
tweet details

@thebrainlair RT @donalynbooks: #6 Be prepared. Decide NOW what you will do if 
anyone questions a book in your library. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:20:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117617063043072 - #310 
tweet details

@colbysharp @thebrainlair What book? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:20:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117618950488064 - #311 
tweet details

@katsok RT @donalynbooks: #6 Be prepared. Decide NOW what you will do if 
anyone questions a book in your library. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:20:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117646586740738 - #312 
tweet details

@SherryTeach I take care about what I put in my 7th grade library, but still have a 
wide range of maturity levels. Key is guiding readers. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:20:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117652697849857 - #313 
tweet details

@kperry @teacherman82 I think the issue there is that it is a "adult" book and not 
specifically YA. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:20:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117673350598658 - #314 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @frankisibberson @colbysharp Our (@KristieHankins and my) 
issue with LOVE, AUBREY this week. Lovely book. Maddie not ready. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:20:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117708565983233 - #315 
tweet details

@kperry RT @ProfessorNana: #titletalk Know policy for challenges & make sure it 
is followed. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:20:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117732125384704 - #316 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @colbysharp I've also been ok with books my daughter read as 
a 5th grader that I wasn't so sure about for a K-5 library. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:20:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117734985904128 - #317 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva AR levels do present problems but they also have interest levels 
that tend to be a more accurate indication of who might like it #titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:20:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117747455569920 - #318 
tweet details

@engaginged @aliviaanders But parents and teachers still do it. Makes no sense. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:20:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117756804669440 - #319 
tweet details

@Mike_Mullin @colbysharp Yes. The pedophilia how-to guide #Amazon published. 
Maybe that makes me a hypocrite, I'm not sure. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:20:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117778644414464 - #320 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @AndersonGL: Org. groups have databases of material on 
how to challenge bks. NCTE has databases on how to counter challenges. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:20:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117805995474944 - #321 
tweet details

@rainandroses RT @ProfessorNana: #titletalk Know policy for challenges & make 
sure it is followed. 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:20:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117817785647104 - #322 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @colbysharp I did challenge my 6th gr twins reading Fahrenheit 
451.Bcs they r "gifted" they got pulled out 2 read.No one told me. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:20:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117828854415360 - #323 
tweet details

@rainandroses RT @donalynbooks: During Banned Book Week, we honor two 
foundational beliefs—our rights to speak freely and make our own choices. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:21:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117847753953280 - #324 
tweet details

@rainandroses RT @donalynbooks: We must safeguard these rights for children 
until they can demand these rights for themselves. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:21:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117860806623232 - #325 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva @colbysharp Ive also been ok with books my daughter read as a 
5th grader that I wasnt so sure about for a K-5 library. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:21:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117865852379136 - #326 
tweet details

@rainandroses RT @donalynbooks: #6 Be prepared. Decide NOW what you will do 
if anyone questions a book in your library. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:21:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117898148524032 - #327 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @ProfessorNana: #titletalk Know policy for challenges & make 
sure it is followed. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:21:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117904641298432 - #328 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read @kperry @cb6luvs2read yes, 4 ladies #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:21:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117912144904192 - #329 
tweet details

@librarianjenne RT @donalynbooks: We must safeguard these rights for children 
until they can demand these rights for themselves. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:21:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117913340280833 - #330 
tweet details

@jmalphy @MWLibraryDiva That is what I make sure to take a look at when the 
kids ask me about a book. #titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:21:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117922005725185 - #331 
tweet details

@librarianjenne RT @donalynbooks: During Banned Book Week, we honor two 
foundational beliefs—our rights to speak freely and make our own choices. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:21:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117942754934784 - #332 
tweet details

@frankisibberson Sometimes the issues are so personal, that they aren't really 
controversial but might hit a hard issue for one child. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:21:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118117944717873152 - #333 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 #titletalk So thankful that I have a strong challenge policy supporting 
me - we have had to use it. 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:21:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118074795823104 - #334 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins http://t.co/8IesNGvW @ProfessorNana and I sit on the 
Censorship Committee together (SHE invited ME). #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:22:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118097117917184 - #335 
tweet details

@katsok @alybee930 Agreed. I have kids enjoying Judy Moody and others in 
Hunger Games. (5th grade) Need diverse selection. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:22:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118118873776129 - #336 
tweet details

@kperry RT @thereadingzone: I always tell my kids that not every bk is right for 
every reader.They shld feel comfortable self-censoring #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:22:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118143183953920 - #337 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @colbysharp I read it & did a lot of talking at home.There are 
some books that are hard for some kids to talk through at school. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:22:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118147852206080 - #338 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @kperry It is most definitely "adult." But my Pre-AP students have 
been reading at a college level for a couple years now. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:22:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118159084556289 - #339 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks @ChocolateAir @colbysharp Have caught some books that 
should not have been in ES. Sent them up 2 MS or HS mainly for language. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:22:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118163174010880 - #340 
tweet details

@abbylibrarian The hardest thing for me in buying books is deciding where tween 
books will go - children's or teen... #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:22:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118171306762240 - #341 
tweet details

@pageintraining If you are in Wisconsin, the CCBC has great resources if you 
encounter a challenge: bit.ly/ioFl6q #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:22:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118201530920961 - #342 
tweet details

@Mike_Mullin @brianwyzlic I disagree. A kid who's gay, for example, may be 
bullied by his parents, and need books they wouldn't approve. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:22:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118203317686272 - #343 
tweet details
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@ProfessorNana #titletalk parents should guide reading for their kids. But not for 
MY kids. 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:22:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118217599291392 - #344 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @frankisibberson @colbysharp Agree. My 12 year old reads 
books I don't keep in my class library, but we talk about them. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:22:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118231176257537 - #345 
tweet details

@LizB RT @abbylibrarian: As a public librarian, I applaud any parents who are 
getting involved with what THEIR kids are reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:22:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118264051204096 - #346 
tweet details

@AndersonGL @frankisibberson Yes. That's exactly why parents need to have the 
right for their child (not all children) to opt out of a book. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:22:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118274444705792 - #347 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva RT @abbylibrarian: The hardest thing for me in buying books is 
deciding where tween books will go - childrens or teen... #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:22:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118276269211648 - #348 
tweet details

@AliviaAnders The AR level on some books are just not accurate. Little Women for 
a 5th grader? Definitely not ready. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:22:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118280182509568 - #349 
tweet details

@jmalphy RT @abbylibrarian: The hardest thing for me in buying books is deciding 
where tween books will go - children's or teen... #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:22:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118286360719361 - #350 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 #titletalk I have found that often the parents who raise issues to me just 
want to be (and feel) heard 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:22:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118291574239232 - #351 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @colbysharp They're smart boys /great rdrs, at 11yo, F451 was bit 
over heads. Asked for alternate . Suggested Hunger Games :-) #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:22:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118298780057600 - #352 
tweet details

@colbysharp I've had parents use this site from Focus on the Family: 
http://t.co/ZqudKGSx when wondering about books for their kids. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:22:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118308447920128 - #353 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Self-censoring or self-selecting. This was something we tried hard 
to honor this week with Maddie. Applauding her choices. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:22:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118309148360704 - #354 
tweet details

@kperry RT @ProfessorNana: #titletalk parents should guide reading for their kids. 
But not for MY kids. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:22:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118330069549056 - #355 
tweet details

@AliviaAnders @engaginged Someone else mentioned that it can be b/c of the AR 
level posted on some of these books. I agree with this. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:23:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118334163202048 - #356 
tweet details
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@thebrainlair @colbysharp Don't laugh..it was Kidnapped. She is very sensitive 
though and I knew she would have nightmares #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:23:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118370007715840 - #357 
tweet details

@cnorrisauthor RT @MWLibraryDiva: Parents do have the right to watch what 
their children read but not dictate what other students can read. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:23:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118376584396801 - #358 
tweet details

@box43h There are times when potential book challengers just want to be heard. 
Treat them w/respect & hear them out, even if hard. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:23:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118377880424448 - #359 
tweet details

@heapalmer RT @donalynbooks: During Banned Book Week, we honor two 
foundational beliefs—our rights to speak freely and make our own choices. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:23:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118413536198656 - #360 
tweet details

@abbylibrarian If 4th-5th graders are asking for a title, should it go in the children's 
dept even if reviews place it for higher grades? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:23:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118435069755393 - #361 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @thereadingzone: I always tell my kids...that not every bk is 
right for every reader.They shld feel comfortable self-censoring #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:23:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118452308353024 - #362 
tweet details

@colbysharp @frankisibberson It is so much harder for the gifted readers. Books at 
their "level" often deal with issues they are not ready 4 #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:23:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118504439357440 - #363 
tweet details

@clix RT @box43h: There are times when potential book challengers just want to 
be heard. Treat them w/respect & hear out, even if hard. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:23:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118530536308736 - #364 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva I would also let my girls read books that weren't in the school 
library - their friends knew and would borrow from them. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:23:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118544738230272 - #365 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @AliviaAnders AR has NOTHING to do with content. Strictly 
based on words used in the text. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:23:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118544905994240 - #366 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Yes. . .you want discourse. . .if not, you won't dissuade. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:24:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118589579530240 - #367 
tweet details

@abbylibrarian If 4th-5th graders are sent to the teen area, there are certainly 
books up there they're not ready for. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:24:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118628968243200 - #368 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks @ProfessorNana @donalynbooks Are you saying that they are 
using that as a strategy? Or u think they shouldn't mention probs? #titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:24:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118644608811008 - #369 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana AR has caused many challenges. Does not consider 
developmental appropriateness despite IL. Programs should not pick books. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:24:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118650938003456 - #370 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @colbysharp I agree but I tend to think parents of gifted kids are 
a little more okay with them reading that than I am. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:24:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118701353533440 - #371 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @colbysharp @frankisibberson YES!! That's where lexile is causing 
so many problems! What about theme and subject matter? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:24:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118731359588352 - #372 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @jmalphy Absolutely! My sophs have high reading levels, but I'm 
uncomfortable providing "adult" books for them b/c of content. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:24:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118735780384768 - #373 
tweet details

@colbysharp @frankisibberson good point. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:24:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118798359404544 - #374 
tweet details

@AliviaAnders My parents seem to be sound on reading. We got to read whatever 
we wanted. In fact, my Mother encouraged me to read! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:24:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118813299519488 - #375 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva Yes AR reading levels are only based on vocabulary but Interest 
Levels are based on actual content #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:24:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118816084529153 - #376 
tweet details

@abbylibrarian But if I put tween books in the children's area, younger kids are 
browsing there... Hmm. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:24:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118826008248320 - #377 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir Think for yourselves and let others enjoy the privilege to do so, too. 
~Voltaire In other words, students, censor yourselves. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:25:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118867334729728 - #378 
tweet details

@thebrainlair RT @ProfessorNana: AR has caused many challenges.Does not 
consider developmental appropriateness. Programs should not pick books. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:25:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118899685396480 - #379 
tweet details

@yaloveblog I teach a YA Lit class & always use the disclaimer that if a 
student/parent is uncomfortable w/a book, there are other options #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:25:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118899035279361 - #380 
tweet details

@jennann516 Just b/c book isn't right for certain age doesn't mean it won't be right 
eventually or that it isn't right 4 another student. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:25:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118902101323776 - #381 
tweet details

@librarianjenne RT @kperry: RT @ProfessorNana: #titletalk parents should guide 
reading for their kids. But not for MY kids. #titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:25:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118916110286848 - #382 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana #titletalk if coming to NCTE, look for sessions sponsored by anti-
censor committee. 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:25:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118927409741824 - #383 
tweet details

@Mike_Mullin Some kids need access to books that their parents won't approve. 
Which value is more important: parental control or kids' health? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:25:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118945625608192 - #384 
tweet details

@thereadingzone I teach gifted freshman and seniors. Library covers MG to adult. 
The kids self-censor. We talk about the choices they have. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:25:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118967331139585 - #385 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @LibLaura5: #titletalk I have found that often the parents who 
raise issues to me just want to be (and feel) heard 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:25:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118979083571200 - #386 
tweet details

@AliviaAnders She said if I didn't understand, to ask her for clarification. Best 
advice I've gotten from her next to dating. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:25:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118118983126888448 - #387 
tweet details

@sherrysuttle RT @MWLibraryDiva: Parents do have the right to watch what their 
children read but not dictate what other students can read. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:25:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119006359134209 - #388 
tweet details

@frankisibberson I',m careful about my read aloud choices. If itis whole class 
conversation, I want everyone in class to be comfortable w/ issues. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:25:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119016253497344 - #389 
tweet details

@abbylibrarian Even within the children's department, there are books that will not 
be appropriate for all kids. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:25:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119047299735552 - #390 
tweet details

@colbysharp @thebrainlair YES. Teachers that worship at the altar of Lexile drive 
me nuts! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:25:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119066333495296 - #391 
tweet details

@kperry AR shouldn't be the way kids are taught to choose reading material. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:26:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119106514911232 - #392 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva I agree that AR should not be a deciding factor in choosing a 
book but if school uses it everyone should be aware of IL's #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:26:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119109341880320 - #393 
tweet details

@abbylibrarian And that goes back to the importance of parents being involved 
with what their kids are choosing, reading, etc. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:26:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119142497857537 - #394 
tweet details
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@PaulWHankins @ProfessorNana People not programs should be doing reader 
advisory. Blind trust in a program? Well, then let me make one. . . #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:26:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119158935322626 - #395 
tweet details

@thereadingzone I have some kids more comfortable in MG. Others only reading 
upper-YA. Their lives are very different, as are their choices. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:26:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119161393201152 - #396 
tweet details

@HSEnglishTeach #titletalk Why is it self-censoring and not self-selecting? 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:26:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119164052381696 - #397 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @abbylibrarian all my books are mixed but try to put YA stickers on 
those designated by pub. Then I explain what it could mean #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:26:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119172038328320 - #398 
tweet details

@katsok @abbylibrarian In my experience the "tween" books are in the teen area. 
Don't know what the best answer is, though. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:26:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119173644763136 - #399 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Had a librarian who put white-out bikinis on Michaelangelo statues 
in a book. Fear of complaints results in censorship. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:26:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119182868021248 - #400 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @kperry I could go off on AR the rest of #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:26:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119187301400576 - #401 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @ChocolateAir: Think for yourselves & let others enjoy the privilege 
to do so. ~Voltaire Students, censor yourselves. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:26:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119193961967616 - #402 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 #titletalk force myself 2 have the 1st thing I say 2 parent (regardless)- 
"thank you 4 being involved in Ur student's reading life" 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:26:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119195958452224 - #403 
tweet details

@CBethM @colbysharp @frankisibberson Gifted readers do present their own 
challenges. Need to encourage them to make choices best 4 them. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:26:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119213968785408 - #404 
tweet details

@frankisibberson I'm finding it harder as parent of a 6th grade to keep up w/her 
reading. And I read alot and know some YA. A big job for parents. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:26:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119254791950336 - #405 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @teacherman82: @kperry I could go off on AR the rest of #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:26:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119278015807488 - #406 
tweet details

@brianwyzlic @Mike_Mullin True, but we need to find a way to work within that 
system. Subverting parental authority doesn't seem like that way #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:26:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119301126438912 - #407 
tweet details

@ewitt43 @colbysharp - Amen. Teach the students to love reading. #titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:26:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119311301820416 - #408 
tweet details

@Mike_Mullin @brandonshire1 Alex Sanchez gave a moving speech at #CYPD11, 
describing just that situation. The teen didn't survive. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:26:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119327462457344 - #409 
tweet details

@jmalphy @MWLibraryDiva Very true! They need to be aware of it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:26:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119329794498560 - #410 
tweet details

@kperry @teacherman82 Exactly. It could be a whole different conversation. I hate 
it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:26:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119329953878017 - #411 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @trkravtin: RT @teacherman82: @kperry I could go off on 
AR the rest of #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:26:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119339131019265 - #412 
tweet details

@colbysharp @thebrainlair former student told me Friday that they first thing they 
have to do when picking a new book is to check the Lexile. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:27:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119349730017280 - #413 
tweet details

@thereadingzone Once overheard teachers at a Scholastic sale talking about how 
they were whiting out words in Harry Potter. I was horrified. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:27:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119360765231104 - #414 
tweet details

@SherryTeach I've only had one parent concern this year: the language in Cryer's 
Cross. but did NOT request removal. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:27:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119379039821824 - #415 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana “@HSEnglishTeach: #titletalk Why is it self-censoring and not self
-selecting?” exactly! 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:27:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119395393409024 - #416 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @kperry Let's ask if we can lead the discussion some future 
month! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:27:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119401441595393 - #417 
tweet details

@katsok @donalynbooks Lord have mercy. That was the issue with The Odyssey 
by Hinds. Parent didn't like the pictures. It's the Odyssey! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:27:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119425512706049 - #418 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 @classicsixbooks Yes! I'm often reading aloud during #titletalk! 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:27:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119429795090432 - #419 
tweet details

@clix What does a challenge policy look like? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:27:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119442071818240 - #420 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly @trkravtin I have had to defend several books during my career at 
a BOE level. Not pleasant, but necessary. #titletalk 
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Mon Sep 26 00:27:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119467300560896 - #421 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @box43h:There are times when potential bk challengers just 
want to be heard Treat them w/respect & hear them out, even if hard #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:27:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119497847676928 - #422 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read @alybee930 so true! I have many st. who have experienced so 
much in their life by 6th gd. Much of it heartbreaking. :( #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:27:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119502172004352 - #423 
tweet details

@kperry @teacherman82 Go for it! I'll be your Co- #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:27:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119515467943936 - #424 
tweet details

@MsHootieHoo TRUE RT @liblaura5: #titletalk I have found that often the parents 
who raise issues to me just want to be (and feel) heard 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:27:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119521415479297 - #425 
tweet details

@abbylibrarian @katsok We started doing "Tween Night" at the library to reach 
parents and tweens & help them pick appropriate bks in teen area. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:27:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119534245838848 - #426 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 Agree! RT @HSEnglishTeach: #titletalk Why is it self-censoring and 
not self-selecting? 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:27:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119536166830080 - #427 
tweet details

@katsok @thereadingzone What words? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:27:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119548800090113 - #428 
tweet details

@Mike_Mullin @brianwyzlic Which value is more important: parental authority or 
kids' health and, in some cases, survival? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:27:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119577841446913 - #429 
tweet details

@yaloveblog Asst. principal w/avid 8th gr reader asked me about Crank. I 
suggested reading it w/her. They did & had GREAT conversations. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:28:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119617968349184 - #430 
tweet details

@katsok @abbylibrarian Great idea! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:28:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119644400844800 - #431 
tweet details

@booksandbytes @frankisibberson My policy as a parent is to let my kids read 
what they want but we have to discuss the books afterwards. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:28:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119653628321792 - #432 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @kperry We have talked about AR often! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:28:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119661693972480 - #433 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana Need to teach SELECTION v. CENSORSHIP. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:28:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119669398913025 - #434 
tweet details
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@Mrs_Laf I think it is critical the person recommending the book be comfortable 
discussing EVERY aspect of it. If not, don't recommend. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:28:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119673861640192 - #435 
tweet details

@AliviaAnders @kperry It shouldn't, but schools use it as a fix/requirement to read 
more. Kids should want to read on their own. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:28:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119691880378369 - #436 
tweet details

@abbylibrarian @wwritter No tween section. Children's goes through 6th grade 
(ish) and teen is 6th-12th (ish). #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:28:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119693516144641 - #437 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @colbysharp child has an assignment and they MUST choose 
according to lexile. 10th gr Honors. She is not ready for those books! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:28:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119695391006720 - #438 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks @colbysharp where characters are super mean or use the "S" 
word (stupid). Probably "old fashioned" of me. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:28:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119718233178113 - #439 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @katsok No idea! They were elem. teachers holding a few of the 
early books in the series. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:28:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119811157995520 - #440 
tweet details

@katsok RT @ProfessorNana: Need to teach SELECTION v. CENSORSHIP. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:29:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119845706477569 - #441 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly @trkravtin sorry about that. Board of Education. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:29:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119848277581824 - #442 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @ProfessorNana: Need to teach SELECTION v. CENSORSHIP. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:29:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119851024859137 - #443 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva Challenge policy should begin with a solid selection policy. 
Should include a procedure for all to follow incl. admin. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:29:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119859426050048 - #444 
tweet details

@colbysharp @classicsixbooks I thought the "S" word was sucks. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:29:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119866115948544 - #445 
tweet details

@thebrainlair RT @ProfessorNana: Need to teach SELECTION v. CENSORSHIP. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:29:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119878015205377 - #446 
tweet details

@frankisibberson As a 5th grade teacher, I had lots of discussions about the 
issues and language they'd be encountering as part of book choice. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:29:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119883065131010 - #447 
tweet details
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@katsok @thereadingzone Yikes! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:29:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119908063195136 - #448 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @booksandbytes I agree but am having trouble keeping up with 
her YA reading!? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:29:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119945048559616 - #449 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins My doctor has advised that I NOT talk about AR or RC until we 
get this BP under control. Thanks, group. *pant, pant* #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:29:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119964946333696 - #450 
tweet details

@MrsReaderPants @AliviaAnders I am SO GLAD that my mom didn't ever tell me I 
couldn't read something. My kids can read whatever they want, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:29:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119969962733568 - #451 
tweet details

@NataliaOrtega RT @colbysharp: Would rather a parent tell a kid they can't read a 
book because of the content then a teacher because of Lexile. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:29:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118119977139179520 - #452 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @MWLibraryDiva I wish my teachers followed a selection policy. 
They do at my school but not sure elsewhere #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:29:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120045204340736 - #453 
tweet details

@classicsixbooks @LibLaura5 Multitaskers unite! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:29:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120055262298112 - #454 
tweet details

@brianwyzlic @Mike_Mullin Definitely the kids, but I think that's beyond a 
classroom teacher's call. Principal, and possibly social workers. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:29:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120060345778176 - #455 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana #titletalk @donalynbooks made great point: if books are not 
REQUIRED, we will see fewer problems with challenges. 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:29:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120089114517505 - #456 
tweet details

@colbysharp Anyone ever been shocked by a book a parent was challenging? 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:30:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120095544377345 - #457 
tweet details

@clix @frankisibberson that's a good problem to have! ;D #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:30:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120101236047873 - #458 
tweet details

@jennann516 @MWLibraryDiva Do you have a selection policy at your school? 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:30:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120102418849792 - #459 
tweet details

@kperry @clix Here is an example from ALA. http://t.co/P70lJA5S You'll also need 
say who is on the committee to read and decide. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:30:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120170471428097 - #460 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @donalynbooks When #titletalk is over, can you show me where 
all the former monthly topics are? 
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Mon Sep 26 00:30:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120174141440000 - #461 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Great discussion. We are at the 1/2 mark. Should we talk about 
titles? What books do you suggest to readers than push boundaries? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:30:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120189912023040 - #462 
tweet details

@MsHootieHoo RT @professornana: Need to teach SELECTION v. 
CENSORSHIP. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:30:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120214213832704 - #463 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins The most simple of interventions between teachers and readers--
the Book Talk--cannot be done at this time by AR or RC. Hmm. . . #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:30:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120235483136000 - #464 
tweet details

@alybee930 Impt to know your readers (your own child & your students). Respect 
them as readers & direct them to appropriate material. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:30:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120258828640256 - #465 
tweet details

@pageintraining Any difference in handling challenge when you're present when 
students checked out vs. not there? Part time librarian is curious #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:30:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120261584306176 - #466 
tweet details

@clix @colbysharp as in, we thought the book SHOULD be challenged? or we were 
surprised that it was? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:30:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120260971929600 - #467 
tweet details

@katsok RT @ProfessorNana: #titletalk @donalynbooks made great point: if books 
are not REQUIRED, we will see fewer problems with challenges. 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:30:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120280370581506 - #468 
tweet details

@frankisibberson I think so much gets skimmed when they aren't ready. I read 
Flowers in the Attic series in mid school &so much went over my head! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:30:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120285756067840 - #469 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva I think teachers should have selection and challenge policy for 
class libraries as well as the school library. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:30:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120289329610752 - #470 
tweet details

@lisah888 @Mike_Mullin Kid's health. Parents are supposed to guide, not control. 
they're going to let the kid leave the house, right? #Titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:30:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120290831187968 - #471 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @ProfessorNana: Need to teach SELECTION v. 
CENSORSHIP. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:30:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120306702426112 - #472 
tweet details

@DJ345 @jmalphy One of my issues w/ AR when I was in 3rd and 4th grade library. 
Reading level and what was dev. appropriate were diff #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:30:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120315397210112 - #473 
tweet details
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@donalynbooks RT @MWLibraryDiva: I think teachers should have selection and 
challenge policy for class libraries as well as the school library. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:31:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120358678241280 - #474 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @donalynbooks: RT @ProfessorNana: Need to teach 
SELECTION v. CENSORSHIP. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:31:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120383277834241 - #475 
tweet details

@clix @kperry thx! #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:31:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120391712579584 - #476 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @MsHootieHoo @liblaura5 It's similar to when parents call and are 
upset about something regarding student. They need to vent 1st. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:31:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120397391671296 - #477 
tweet details

@abbylibrarian @colbysharp Not the title, but the reason.. I had a mom of a 16-
year-old call me about the bad language in a bk her daughter got. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:31:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120427431272448 - #478 
tweet details

@SherryTeach @PaulWHankins Agree on AR. I'm getting to old to damage my 
health. Focus on the joys of connecting readers to books. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:31:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120451837935616 - #479 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @frankisibberson Haha, me too! I read the whole Flowers in the 
Attic series. LOVED them, but way over my head. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:31:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120455482777600 - #480 
tweet details

@pageintraining @colbysharp I was shocked when a friend told me a parent was 
challenging The Kane Chronicles at her school #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:31:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120459345727489 - #481 
tweet details

@AliviaAnders @MrsReaderpants It's beautiful when they offer free rein like that. 
With no clamp on what I could/couldn't read, I read more. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:31:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120470242533376 - #482 
tweet details

@jmalphy @DJ345 I get frustrated when kids won't read anything but AR books. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:31:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120491406995456 - #483 
tweet details

@booksandbytes @frankisibberson luckily my 8th and 9th graders keep up with the 
lit and keep me posted. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:31:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120499476840448 - #484 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva I think a challenge should follow a set procedure whether you are 
there when it is presented or not. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:31:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120526798536704 - #485 
tweet details

@colbysharp @clix Surprised it was? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:31:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120545115054080 - #486 
tweet details
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@jennann516 @MWLibraryDiva If so, what does it look like? My school is 7-12 with 
1 library, so librarian censors student selection. :( #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:31:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120547489034240 - #487 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana #titletalk not sure I need to be comfortable with book to 
recommend. Good books disturb. Even me. 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:31:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120559568625665 - #488 
tweet details

@yaloveblog @thereadingzone @katsok I don't know if I would have been able to 
ignore that. That's outrageous. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:31:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120580632412160 - #489 
tweet details

@kperry I had a challenge on GLASS by Ellen Hopkins. It was successfully 
defended after following our district's reconsideration policy #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:31:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120597371879425 - #490 
tweet details

@MaryAnnReilly @trkravtin My job has often placed me in the role of book 
defender:) Pleased to do so. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:32:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120603810152448 - #491 
tweet details

@teacherman82 RT @ProfessorNana: #titletalk not sure I need to be comfortable 
with book to recommend. Good books disturb. Even me. 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:32:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120620465721344 - #492 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @alybee930: Impt to know your readers. Respect them as readers & 
direct them to appropriate material. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:32:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120631073120256 - #493 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @pageintraining @colbysharp Kane Chronicles? Why? Religious 
grounds? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:32:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120654259236866 - #494 
tweet details

@box43h RT @professornana: Need to teach SELECTION v. CENSORSHIP. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:32:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120662379409409 - #495 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @booksandbytes Yes, she is finally beyond what my students 
are reading.I wonder how parents who are not readers/teachers keep up. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:32:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120667634876416 - #496 
tweet details

@booksandbytes RT @MWLibraryDiva: I think teachers should have selection and 
challenge policy for class libraries as well as the school library. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:32:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120683103457280 - #497 
tweet details

@clix @colbysharp To Kill a Mockingbird. Definitely surprised by that. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:32:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120691747930112 - #498 
tweet details

@MrsReaderPants #titletalk When I was an elem lib, once had an unknown parent 
draw a black sharpie bikini on the lady in Carle's Draw Me A Star. 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:32:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120723955982336 - #499 
tweet details
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@thebrainlair RT @trkravtin: RT @alybee930: Impt to know your readers. Respect 
them as readers & direct them to appropriate material. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:32:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120747213402113 - #500 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @ProfessorNana: #titletalk not sure I need to be comfortable 
with book to recommend. Good books disturb. Even me. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:32:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120767421562880 - #501 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @ProfessorNana: not sure I need to be comfortable with book 
to recommend. Good books disturb. Even me. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:32:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120815878352896 - #502 
tweet details

@brianwyzlic @donalynbooks @halseanderson books can be contentious in my 
classroom -- some I have as 8th only (I teach a 7/8 room) #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:32:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120831988670464 - #503 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 #titletalk after thanking and listening and informing next step in 
challenge process etc... most leave satisfied taking no other steps 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:32:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120834568167424 - #504 
tweet details

@laurajspangler @thereadingzone @frankisibberson Borrowed all of VC Andrews' 
books from friend in 7th grade. My mom would have DIED if she knew. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:32:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120841232924672 - #505 
tweet details

@librarianjenne RT @ProfessorNana: #titletalk not sure I need to be comfortable 
with book to recommend. Good books disturb. Even me. 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:33:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120852217794562 - #506 
tweet details

@writer #titletalk I know that the passion kids feel for books in my room is about 
how the books speak for them and to them and with them. 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:33:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120870093926400 - #507 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir If we are teaching 'reading' & letting students self-select books 
instead of teaching 'books' ... censorship may not be issue. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:33:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120885524766720 - #508 
tweet details

@teacherman82 How can a classic like To Kill a Mockingbird be challenged? Don't 
people agree on its literary merit by now? #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:33:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120907825885185 - #509 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins I think we all need to go back and read @ProfessorNana's tweet 
again. Wow. I mean, I have to say it. The lady is SOOO smart. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:33:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120908404690944 - #510 
tweet details

@WizardOzTeacher We had a parent complain about the chapter in Seedfolks with 
the pregnant teen. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:33:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120934472302592 - #511 
tweet details

@SherryTeach I"m more careful with my read-alouds than in personal recs,where I 
can match a more mature book with a reader ready for it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Sep 26 00:33:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 118120937337012224 - #512 
tweet details
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